
When Walter Bond steps onto the stage, you can’t miss him. It could be because
he’s 6’5 and stands out in a crowd. But it’s probably because the stage is where he
feels most at home.
As a nationally recognized public speaker, he commands the stage. He makes the
entire audience, whether it’s a small board room or a large conference venue,
feel seen. People walk out of Walter’s talks changed, motivated, and inspired. His
principles are simple but powerful, his delivery is smooth, and he combines
humor, tough love, and experience in a way that changes people.
Walter’s third and most recently released book, Swim!, released in July 2021, has
quickly become a staple for business people and students across the country. This
easy-to-read professional development book combines lovable characters,
relatable life lessons, and hard truths that help readers understand the power of
leadership, mentoring, and next-level success.
Walter’s passion for personal development has been anchored by his professional
basketball career. Although a reserve throughout his college basketball career at
the University of Minnesota, Bond miraculously enjoyed an eight-year career while
spending time as a shooting guard for teams such as the Dallas Mavericks, Utah
Jazz, and Detroit Pistons. This is where he learned peak performance truths that
he has also applied to a wildly successful speaking career. Bond’s college
basketball career did not say NBA at all. Only hard work, dedication, and
commitment got him there. That mentality is what he wants to share with your
audience. 
Walter travels the world speaking, coaching, teaching, and inspiring companies
across a wide range of industries, from financial services to agriculture and
franchising t...

Testimonials

Walter Bond

You were absolutely the talk of the show...As a veteran of many conferences as
both host and attendee, I can say without a doubt that I have never seen a
message more perfectly tailored for a company or audience than the message
you prepared for us. You hit every note we asked for.....My sincerest thanks for
taking the time to make sure your message fit our needs. Too often a speaker
just delivers their "usual talk". You made good on every promise! 

- National VP - Franchise Services Little Caesar Enterprises.

I found all the general sessions informative and relevant to my needs. The final
speaker, Walter Bond was the highlight of the conference for me, putting
accountability into a different perspective. 

- President - Americas Hilton Worldwide Inc..
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